Cultural processes, as well as the selection pressures experienced by individuals in a population over 11 time and space, are fundamentally stochastic. Phenotypic variability, together with imperfect phenotypic 12 transmission between parents and offspring, has been previously shown to play an important role in 13 evolutionary rescue and (epi)genetic adaptation of populations to fluctuating temporal environmental 14 pressures. This type of evolutionary bet-hedging does not confer a direct benefit to a single individual, 15 but instead increases the adaptability of the whole lineage. 16 Here we develop a population-genetic model to explore cultural response strategies to temporally 17 changing selection, as well as the role of local population structure, as exemplified by heterogeneity in 18 the contact network between individuals, in shaping evolutionary dynamics. We use this model to study 19 the evolutionary advantage of cultural bet-hedging, modeling the evolution of a variable cultural trait 20 starting from one copy in a population of individuals with a fixed cultural strategy. We find that the 21 probability of fixation of a cultural bet-hedger is a non-monotonic function of the probability of cultural 22 memory between generations. Moreover, this probability increases for networks of higher mean degree 23 but decreases with increasing heterogeneity of the contact network, tilting the balance of forces towards 24 drift and against selection.
food sources, which might not generalize to populations with the cultural practice of sharing all of their food 160 with the group. 161 We introduce two environments, E 1 and E 2 . In these environments, individuals of the wild type A and 162 mutant type a each give birth and die according to the following per-capita rates:
Death rate in environment E 1 1 1 cultural trait with highest fitness in the first environment has the lowest fitness in the second environment, and the trait with the lowest fitness in the first environment will have the highest fitness in the second 187 environment.
188
In the context of our hunting and gathering example, this scenario represents the notion that the repro-189 ductive fitness of individuals who gather different food sources can differ based on aspects of the environment, The model essentially differs from Carja and Plotkin (2017) by the introduction of population structure: 199 individuals are nodes of a graph, with links between them representing the contact structure. We generated 200 networks for these simulations using the igraph package and the Barabasi-Albert model of preferential at-201 tachment. Each network starts with a single vertex and no edges, and nodes are added to reach population 202 size N . Each new node is added to the network and connected to other individuals, each with a probability 203 proportional to the individual's current degree. This family of graphs allows us to easily vary the mean degree 204 or the standard deviation in degree, while keeping the other constant, by varying the power of preferential 205 attachment of the graphs.
206
Once the network is generated, it remains fixed. We begin at time t = 0 with a population in which every 207 node of the network contains individuals fixed for the non-variable A allele; on one randomly selected node, 208 we introduce a phenotypically variable a allele. At every time step of the Moran model, one individual is 209 chosen to die and a neighbor is chosen, with probability proportional to fitness in the current environment, 210 to replace the empty node with an offspring. The network imposes population structure in the sense that any 211 individual can only pass its A/a allele to another node if it is directly connected to that node. However, the 212 connections between nodes do not differ in strength or distance: we consider all connections to be uniform, 213 and an individual's likelihood of passing on its allele to a connected node is proportional to its fitness in that 214 environment. This is different from a well-mixed population, in which the new birth is chosen proportional on the x-axis and fitness on the y-axis. Every n time steps, the environment changes, alternating between E 1 and E 2 . The phenotype with the highest fitness in E 1 has the lowest fitness in E 2 and vice versa. The mean fitness of the a phenotypes in one environment equals the fitness of the A phenotype in the other environment. Panel B: Phenotypic memory of a cultural trait. When an individual a gives birth, with probability p (the probability of phenotypic memory), its offspring inherits the cultural trait of its parent, and with probability 1−p, the offspring's phenotype is resampled from the phenotypic distribution. Adapted from Carja and Plotkin (2017) .
When a birth occurs, we determine the phenotypic state of the offspring as follows ( Figure 2 ). If the 217 individual chosen to reproduce has genotype A, then the phenotypic state of the offspring always equals its an a offspring will copy the specific hunting tools and techniques of its parent (p) rather than sample the 225 distribution of the a phenotypes, representing the food sources of the a individuals in the population. In 226 the case of periodic environments, we implement environmental changes (and re-calculate event rates) at deterministic times: n, 2n, 3n, etc.
228
Depending on the timescale considered, this model can apply to multiple forms of cultural evolution. On 229 between-generation timescales, we can consider the death-birth process to represent human reproduction, 
238
In addition to the timescale, the parameters of the model can be tuned to apply to horizontal transmission; 239 for example, the strength of cultural memory might be expected to be lower in horizontal transmission than 240 in vertical transmission, based on empirical studies (Cavalli-Sforza et al., 1982) .
241
With this model, we study the possible long-term advantage of heritable phenotypic variability by ana-242 lyzing the ability of new phenotypically variable mutations a to invade an otherwise non-variable population 243 (A) situated on these networks. We define the fixation probability as the proportion of simulations in which 244 the new phenotypically variable allele a invades and drives the resident allele to extinction and study how 245 this probability depends on the phenotypic variance, the environmental rate of change, the network structure 246 of the population, and the phenotypic memory associated with the a allele. We determine these probabilities 247 of fixation by Monte Carlo simulations, using an ensemble of at least 5,000 replicate populations. Each 248 replicate population undergoes the death-birth process until either the A allele or the mutant a allele reaches 249 fixation. For all simulations, the population reached fixation in one of the two alleles.
250

Results
251
For a heterogeneous contact network, increasing the number of connections for nodes in the network (in 252 other words, increasing mean node degree) increases the probability of fixation of the a allele (Figure 3 ).
253
The heterogeneous contact network acts as a suppressor of selection: the more connected the network, the 254 higher the probabilities of fixation for the a allele, with the upper limit being the fixation probability of a 255 well-mixed population. 256 We find that the fixation probability of a phenotypically variable a allele is most likely for an intermediate 257 value of the phenotypic memory p. We have previously shown that, in well-mixed populations of both 258 fixed and varying size N , the probability of fixation of a new plastic allele is a non-monotonic function 259 of the probability of phenotypic memory (Carja and Plotkin, 2016, 2017) ( Supplementary Figure 1) .
260
Moreover, slower rates of environmental change are correlated with larger probabilities of fixation and larger 261 probabilities of phenotypic memory that maximize the probability of fixation of the new allele ( Figure 4 ).
262
These results are intuitive and easy to interpret: it is beneficial for the a allele to have some phenotypic 263 memory within each environment, as this helps the high-fitness realizations of the allele, while having little 264 effect on its low-fitness realizations. However, too much phenotypic memory can be detrimental, because the a 265 lineage will be "stuck" with a potentially deleterious phenotype for longer. The optimal amount of phenotypic 266 memory is larger for slower-changing environments, as this allows the rates of phenotypic switching to be 267 tuned to the environmental stochasticity and creates the optimal amount of phenotypic diversity for the As a network grows and evolves, more connections are formed. In real-life networks, it has been observed that nodes that are already well connected can be more likely to acquire new connections, a concept known 274 as 'preferential attachment' (Barabási and Albert, 1999; Dorogovtsev et al., 2000; Yook et al., 2002; Jeong 275 et al., 2003) . As the power of preferential attachment increases, new connections are more concentrated 276 at well-connected nodes (the hubs of the network), and the standard deviation in degree of the network 277 increases. We next focus on the differences in spatial population structure that result when networks have 278 different levels of preferential attachment, and we assess the effect of these differences on the evolutionary 279 advantage of a phenotypically plastic allele a. Specifically, we analyzed networks for which we tuned the 280 power of preferential attachment while keeping the mean degree constant, which translated to changes in 281 the standard deviation in degree.
282
We find that the fixation probability of a new phenotypically variable allele a depends highly on the 283 heterogeneity of network structure, and that it can be markedly lower for networks with higher variance in 284 degree, for a wide range of rates of environmental change (Figure 4 and Supplementary Figure 2) . This 285 effect of the standard deviation in degree is shown to be much stronger than the effect of the mean degree 286 of the contact network. Here the phenotypic memory is fixed at p = 0.5. When the power of preferential attachment is 0, the results are representative of a well-mixed population. The x-axis shows the power of preferential attachment, and a secondary x-axis (below) shows the equivalent standard deviation in degree.
The intuition behind these results is simple. When a novel mutant arises in a random node of the network, 294 it is much more likely to arise in a node of small degree for networks with high variance in degree (when the 295 mean degree is kept constant). While the network does indeed contain bigger, higher-degree nodes, they are 296 rare, and these hubs can only aid in the trait's spread once they are reached. On average, however, when 297 the power of preferential attachment is high the mutation is more likely to appear in nodes of small degree, 298 and correlations in degree mean that these nodes of small degree are linked to other nodes of small degree.
299
The architecture of this population structure constrains spread and increases the probability that the new 300 mutation, even if beneficial, is lost from the population. The higher the variance, the stronger this effect, 301 and the lower the average degree of most network nodes.
Discussion
303
Human interactions are generally not random; they are often structured by geography, social networks, 304 language, and other cultural factors. The aim of this study is to understand how network topology-in 305 particular, heterogeneity in degree-shapes probabilities of fixation of phenotypically variable alleles, and 306 thus to hint at how population structure shapes the rate of evolution in cultural systems. Studying the role 307 of population structure is complicated by the fact that networks differ in many structural properties, and 308 it is difficult to study one network feature independent of others. Degree distribution has been shown to 309 be an essential characteristic of network structure (Maslov and Sneppen, 2002; Kossinets and Watts, 2006) , 310 and previous studies have identified network properties, such as individual variation in number of contacts,
311
as an important determinant of disease spread (Newman, 2002; Bansal et al., 2007; Eames and Keeling, 312 2002; Shirley and Rushton, 2005; Salathé et al., 2010) . In addition, heterogeneity in degree influenced the 313 cascading spread of a neutral trait, such as a cultural fad, in a threshold model: increased heterogeneity in 314 degree decreased the likelihood that such a fad would sweep through the population (Watts, 2002) 315 Throughout this paper, we have considered a model of cultural evolution taking into account two im-316 portant aspects: the fact that cultural traits have partially heritable phenotypic variation and the fact that 317 individuals' interactions are not random in a population, but instead structured in local contact networks.
318
We have modeled a single new mutation that can increase cultural phenotypic variability; we introduce this 319 new plastic mutant at time t = 0 on a random node on the network and study its probability of fixation.
320
This allows us to ask questions about the rate of cultural evolution in structured populations and interrogate 321 whether spatial population structure in this case is an amplifier or a suppressor of selection. We have found 322 that the probability that this new mutant fixes in the population is linked to the properties of the network 323 that describes the populations's interactions. When we introduce a new cultural bet-hedging mutant with 324 multiple possible phenotypic states, the probability that this mutant spreads to fixation in the population 325 increases when the individuals on the network have more connections (increased mean degree, Figure 4 ) 326 but decreases when these connections are more unevenly distributed (increased standard deviation in degree, 327 Figure 5 ). In other words, the network structure acts to inhibit the spread of bet-hedging mutations com-328 pared to well-mixed populations, slowing down the dynamics and tilting the evolutionary balance away from 329 selection and towards drift. Further, the spread of this phenotypically plastic trait is particularly hindered 330 by an uneven social network in which some individuals are well-connected hubs of information but many 331 individuals have few connections.
to produce novel cultural evolutionary patterns. Stronger cultural memory (p) increases the likelihood of fixation of the phenotypically plastic mutant allele, but only to a point. If the fidelity of cultural transmission 335 from parent to offspring is too high, the high-fitness phenotype can spread, but after the environment 336 changes the lower-fitness phenotype will then be overrepresented in the a population. Thus, there is an 337 intermediate optimum level of cultural memory that depends on the environmental rate of change; slower 338 rates of environmental change favor higher levels of cultural memory than faster rates do. These slower rates 339 of environmental change are also correlated with larger probability of fixation of the mutant allele ( Figure   340 4). Further, as the probability of fixation of the variable trait increases, it also spreads more quickly through 341 the population ( Figure S3) , thus linking optimal levels of cultural memory to the rapid fixation of the 342 phenotypically variable trait.
343
Such a model could be applied to many cultural systems; here we have given the example of hunting 344 and gathering skills as cultural traits that can be fully or partially heritable and can be affected by the Networks that differ by standard deviation in degree. The three networks have the 561 same mean degree; in other words, the nodes in each network have the same mean number of 562 connections. However, they differ in their standard deviation in degree: networks with high 563 variance in degree have many small-degree nodes and some large-degree nodes, also referred to 564 as hubs. Here, the size of a node corresponds to its degree and node color is arbitrary. Carlo simulations. N = 500, Φ A,E1 = 0.8, Φ A,E2 = 0.6, Var(Φ a )=0.04, mean degree of the 589 contact network is fixed at 40. Here the phenotypic memory is fixed at p = 0.5. When the 590 power of preferential attachment is 0, the results are representative of a well-mixed population.
591
The x-axis shows the power of preferential attachment, and a secondary x-axis (below) shows 592 the equivalent standard deviation in degree. 
